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  Spring Term 1 

The Big Freeze!! 

Routines 

We would like to say a big welcome to Rowan and Teddy who have begun their settling in sessions we now 

have a lovely, full nursery. The new children will come in, hang their coats on their pegs, and then collect 

their shell to put in the basket.  Some of the older nursery have changed how they will self-register, some 

will find their peg and the others will find their name card and copy some letters on our sign in sheet. On a 

Monday the children take part in ‘Move it Monday’ which is a short PE session. Most of the older children 

are now removing their socks and shoes independently; the new starters will build up to this once they have 

settled in. Our Forest School sessions are every Wednesday for all children the new starters will begin 

once they stay for lunch. Please ensure that on a Wednesday they bring in some wellies and wear weather 

appropriate clothing. The 30 hour children will be visiting the allotment on a Friday so will need wellies on 

this day too.  

The Big Freeze!! 

As we are now entering into very cold winter days, we thought we would link this into our curriculum. We will 

continue to look at the changes in the weather and explore freezing, melting and what makes it happen. 

Along with this we are going to look at some animals and people that live in arctic conditions as well as what 

other animals do to survive the winter.  

We will be reading lots of winter stories and use these to talk about characters, settings as well as retell 

and make up our own. If your child has a favourite winter story please send it in for us to share.  

 
Seasonal changes 

We will continue to look at the changes in the season now we are fully into winter we will continue to discuss 

how we know it is winter? What might we expect to come in the winter? Please can we ensure the children 

have weather appropriate clothing as well as a spare change of clothes in school. 

Celebrations 

I am very proud of how the children embraced all of the celebrations we have looked at so far as well as 

their fantastic performance in the Christmas Performance at the end of last term.  This half term we will 

be looking at and celebrating the Chinese New Year, which is the year of the rat, as well as Valentine’s Day.  

Children’s interests 

In the Early Years, we plan activities, ideas and key texts, but we follow the children’s interests, which are 

not always the same as ours! Our flexible approach allows the children to choose the path to their own 

learning, ideas and follow what they are interested in, within each topic. 


